Abstract-Selective visual attention in a natural environment can be seen as the interaction between the external visual stimulus and task specific knowledge of the required behavior. This interaction between the bottom-up stimulus and the top-down, task-related knowledge is crucial for what is selected in the space and time within the scene. In this paper, we propose a computational model for selective attention for a visual search task. We go beyond simple saliency-based attention models to model selective attention guided by top-down visual cues, which are dynamically integrated with the bottom-up information. In this way, selection of a location is accomplished by interaction between bottom-up and top-down information. First, the general structure of our model is briefly introduced and followed by a description of the top-down processing of task-relevant cues. This is then followed by a description of the processing of the external images to give three feature maps that are combined to give an overall bottom-up map. Second, the development of the formalism for our novel interactive spiking neural network (ISNN) is given, with the interactive activation rule that calculates the integration map. The learning rule for both bottom-up and top-down weight parameters are given, together with some further analysis of the properties of the resulting ISNN. Third, the model is applied to a face detection task to search for the location of a specific face that is cued. The results show that the trajectories of attention are dramatically changed by interaction of information and variations of cues, giving an appropriate, task-relevant search pattern. Finally, we discuss ways in which these results can be seen as compatible with existing psychological evidence.
I. INTRODUCTION

F
INDING your friend in a crowded street is not an easy task because all faces in the scene will be similar to the face that you are looking for and will easily distract you. However, if you know where he/she is waiting or what color clothes he/she is wearing, it will be much faster to find this friend. That is, knowledge about a target such as its probable location, physical attributes, context, etc., guides our attention by providing a clue to indicate where a target may appear. This is called "top-down" or "cue-based" attention. In contrast, "bottom-up" or "saliency-based" attention is characterized by the intrinsic attraction of a stimulus. Just as the term 'stimulus driven' implies, attention control lies outside the organizm. That is, the strength of an external stimulus automatically draws attention to a particular location (see [13] , [30] , [37] , [54] , and [74] for a review of bottom-up versus top-down attention).
Bottom-up and top-down attention are also distinguished in terms of processing modes. Bottom-up attention is characterized by fast, massively parallel processing toward selecting stimulibased on their saliency, while top-down attention is characterized slow, less efficient serial processing that is intentionally or volitionally controlled. The dichotomy between bottom-up and top-down driven attention often assumes that two different or independent neural processing paths are involved in the deployment of attention. Brain imaging studies provide some evidence for partially separated networks in brain areas that support these two different types of attention control [15] , [55] . However, it is worthwhile to note that top-down-based attention is voluntarily controlled, but it is not necessarily required a cue to guide an attentional behavior. That is, we can intentionally assign our attention to the right or left side of a view without any cue. In this paper, our research is limited in a model behavior guided by top-down biasing, rather than a simple voluntary shift of attention.
Attentive processing in computer vision initially used saliencybased models, where the strength of response of feature detectors determined candidate locations by matching [14] . More elaborate models of attentive visual search, which combine multiscale image features into a single topological saliency map have been proposed more recently in the influential work of Itti et al. [34] , [35] . In these models, competition among neurons in this map selects the winning location in a purely bottom-up manner using a dynamical neural network. In contrast, Tsotsos et al. [67] implemented a model of visual attention-based on the concept of selective tuning, which involves both bottom-up (feedforward) feature extraction and top-down (feedback) processing. In this model, attention acts to speed up search inherent in many visual tasks using a classical neural network. Learning of task-relevance for selective attention has also been implemented in a neural model [68] . Many other models have been proposed, e.g., recent extensions of the basic Itti and Koch model using task knowledge [50] or feedback for object selection [69] . However, useful predictions require that a specific visual task be performed so that models can be directly compared.
In our approach, visual attention as a human behavior is considered as an interactive process influenced by both bottom-up and top-down processing mechanisms. The interaction between these two mechanisms is critically important to understand current attentional behavior that is biased with respect to particular objects, spatial locations and time. We also use a dynamic neural network so the top-down mechanism may bias selective behavior in such a way that it speeds up (facilitates) or slows down (interferes) with the processing of a given visual stimulus. Based on this perspective, where visual attention is defined as a three-way relationship among bottom-up input, top-down input and a response, we develop a computational model for a visual search task. The important aspects of the model are that the spatial allocation of attention "where we see" and the temporal order of attentional allocation of "when we see" are attained by the dynamic interaction between bottom-up input and top-down input in an interactive spiking neural network (ISNN). We also incorporate the learning of task-relevance in our model, using novel learning rules for the ISNN.
Using the ISNN model, we can manipulate the amount of bottom-up and top-down influence on a search task to investigate the dynamic and modulatory aspects of visual selective attention. In our experiments, we employed a face detection task to illustrate the performance of our model and contrasted it with a pure saliency-based model. Face detection is a challenging task in computer vision, often used in association with a face recognition system. Here we want only to extract the position of a face region without recognition of who it is. However, the task is still not easy because of variability in scale, translation, orientation and illumination, etc., of the faces. Various methods have been developed to solve this problem [28] , [75] . In this paper, we combine simple face detection techniques and our selective attention mechanism, so that the model carries out a specific visual task to find a particular face when guided by a cue.
In Section II, the general structure of our model is briefly introduced and followed by a description of the top-down processing of task-relevant cues. This is then followed by a description of the processing of the external images to give three feature maps that are combined to give an overall bottom-up map. In Section III, the development of the formalism for our novel ISNN is given, with the interactive activation rule that calculates the integration map. The learning rules for both bottom-up and top-down weight parameters are given, together with some further analysis of the properties of the resulting ISNN. In Section IV, the results of the simulated model are given when applied to a face detection task to search for the location of a particular face that is cued. The results show that the trajectories of attention are dramatically changed by interaction of information and variations of cues, giving an appropriate, task-relevant search pattern. Next, in Section V, we discuss ways in which these results can be seen as compatible with existing psychological evidence and finally, in Section VI, draw some brief conclusions. Fig. 1 shows the general structure of the model for cue-guided search. The model can be divided into three main processing modules-top-down module, bottom-up module and integration module-according to the direction of information processing as well as their role in the model. The original input is provided in a form of digitized images. From the original input image, some basic features including color, aspect ratio, symmetry, and ellipse are extracted in order to construct a bottom-up map, and color feature for a top-down map. First of all, the top-down processing module is to construct a top-down map and to assign Fig. 1 . General architecture of visual selective attention system. The system consists of three different submodules that form each different map-bottom-up, top-down and integration map. Within top-down and bottom-up modules, features are extracted in a series of segmentation processes and construct feature maps. In the bottom-up module, all the features are combined into a bottom-up map where a target candidate has a vector form of input. The top-down input is determined by the geometrical relationship and Gaussian distance between the location of a target and the location of a cue. Both inputs are integrated with ISNN that has a dynamic and modulatory property. The attentional allocation takes place in the order of the shortest interspike interval generated by ISNN.
II. MODEL
A. General Structure
its top-down input to the integration module on the basis of a cue that indicates a possible target might appear near the location. However, the location of a cue color region is not directly obtained by an explicit instruction (e.g., the right corner of an image or the center of an image), rather by a feature cue that is extracted from the original image. For instance, a particular color such as "a red colored cloth" that your friend may be wearing is used as a cue. So, the location of a cue color region is obtained from a series of color segmentation processes described in Section II-B. From the location of a cue color segmented region, a top-down input value is calculated with a Gaussian distance measure and is used for the subsequent integration processing.
In contrast, the bottom-up processing module extracts various features such as color, aspect ratio, symmetry, and shape that a target may share, and then constructs feature maps. In order to achieve a single and unified bottom-up map, we establish a set relationship between features depending on how many features are shared at a specific location of a target candidate. Each target candidate in the bottom-up map is represented in a vector form that consists of bottom-up feature values.
Finally, the integration processing module is to integrate both top-down input and bottom-up input from each map, and then produce an output in the form of interspike interval. A new neural network model called ISNN has been developed to obtain the output resulting from dynamic interaction between the two inputs. The model ISNN shows very interesting properties that dynamically correlate two input steams depending on whether they are consistent or not. Using this output from ISNN, attentional windows are allocated in an ascending order. That is, the shorter the interval in spike trains is generated at a location, the earlier attention is allocated to that location.
B. Top-Down Processing Module
In the model, it is assumed that the properties of a cue are already known. In the psychological or neuroscience studies, many different kinds of signal or stimuli such as verbal instruction, color, arrow, shape, etc., have served as a cue. Throughout our experiment a single color cue is used. However, the use of a cue is not limited to color alone as here, but can generalize to various kinds of stimuli or stimulus combinations, etc.
Even though we can perceptually discriminate colors with very subtle differences, we do not actually have accurate knowledge of all these colors, so those used here were far fewer than we are able to discriminate. This also means that we just roughly know the color of a cloth a target person is wearing such as a red or yellow t-shirts, not color values in a chromatic-diagram. For this reason, we collected images to construct the four-color database (red, blue, green, and yellow) from various web sites and a training image set taken from street, campus, and so on. Since the common RGB representation of color images is susceptible to environmental illumination change, it is not suitable for constructing a color database. Thus, the color in the database was transformed into the chromatic representation in which illumination was eliminated and then the mean of the r and b values and covariance are calculated from the sampled color pool. Fitting the mean and covariance matrix to a Gaussian distribution, we modeled the cue color probability that decides whether a pixel belongs to the color pixel pixel cuecolor pixel pixel (2.1) where and are the mean and covariance of the given color, respectively. Using the equation, the cue color region segmentation is carried out. The schematic procedure for obtaining a top-down map is shown in Fig. 2(a) . First of all, the original color image passes through a low-pass filter to get rid of noise, and then a cue color probability image is obtained by applying (1) to the low-pass image. Then, an adaptive thresholding method is introduced to determine an optimal threshold value that is used to segment the probability image into a binary image [58] . The coordinates of the each segmented region are obtained. It should be noted that the geometrical coordinates of the segmented region are not necessarily the center or centroid of the region, but can be varied according to the geometrical relationship between a cue and a target. For instance, the geometrical relationship between a face (target) and red t-shirts (cue) has "a-target-above-a-cue" relation not "a-target-below-a-cue." In our simulation, the coordinate of the segmented region extracted from cue color is defined the top-center of the segmented region. It should be noted that the cues, themselves, are nonspatial and consists of a given color. No direct spatial indication-e.g. right-or left-hand side-is given, but it is possible to use it as a cue.
The geometrical relationship also implies what the shape of the attentional window allocation should be determined with reference to a cue. Many attentional metaphors such as "spotlight" and "zoom-lens" suggest the attentional distribution be unitary or isotopic over a limited spatial extent [21] , [57] . However, this view has been criticized with respect to object-based attention [19] and divided attention [44] . In this paper, we assume the coordinates of the cue position and the attentional distribution can be varied in terms of the geometrical relationship between a cue and a target. This means that the top-down input value for the interaction module is calculated by a geometrical relationship. For example, let us consider the case of "a-target-above-a-cue" geometrical relation. For any target candidates above a cue, top-down input value is computed as a Gaussian distance from the position of a cue to the center of a possible target candidate, whereas for any target candidates below a cue the top-down input value is set to 0. In an image, there could be more than one segmented of a cue color and more than one distance value can be obtained. In our simulation, the distance from a target to each segmented region of a color cue is defined as a shortest distance shortest among calculated distances. To calculate the Gaussian distance from each segmented region of a color cue to a target candidates, then the distance was scaled into 0 to 10. Second, we applied the following equation to obtain the Gaussian distance:
where x and y are coordinates of a target candidate.
C. Bottom-Up Processing Module
As mentioned earlier, face detection techniques are used to extract a target candidate's features. Numerous methods have been proposed to detect a face in a given arbitrary image [28] , [75] . Among them three different methods were employed for constructing the bottom-up map.
1) Skin Color Map:
Skin color segmentation is a very simple, but very effective approach to face detection algorithms since it is well known that the hue of skin is roughly invariant across different ethnic groups and the skin color distribution lies a limited chromatic color space [8] , [36] , [48] . To build the skin color model that segments skin parts from nonskin parts, several approaches have been used to label a pixel as skin such as normalized RGB, HSI, YCrCb, etc. In our model, the procedure for skin color segmentation is the same as that of color cue segmentation, except using a skin color database. The skin color database was collected from images on internet web sites.
2) Facial Feature Map: Even though skin color segmentation provided a robust face detection algorithm, it also segments other body parts (e.g., naked hands and legs, etc.) and skin-color noise. Thus, two face features-aspect ratio and symmetry are introduced to distinguish among the skin color segmented regions. A face-like region may share these features but a less face-like region may not. A schematic procedure to extract these features is shown in Fig. 2(b) .
• Aspect ratio
Aspect ratio between the width of face and height face is a unique feature of a face that discriminates it from other body parts. The golden ratio of an ideal face calculated by Govindaraju [25] is height/width . We cannot directly obtain the aspect ratio from the segmented region because the object in the region may incline toward a certain orientation, which means the elongation of the object is needed undo the translation by rotation.
First, to obtain the aspect ratio for each skin segmented region, the centroid of the region is calculated from the binary segmented image (2.3) where is the n by m matrix of the skin color segmented region, and is the area of the region from which a binary pixel is taken. Then, the area of the region from which the binary pixel is taken is rotated in the opposite direction from the angle of inclination. The angle is given by (2.4) where , , and with and . After rotating the binary area, we determine the aspect ratio of the area. With respect to the variation of the aspect ratio of faces, if the value of aspect ratio is within the range from 0.8 to 2.0, we set the aspect ratio feature value to 1, otherwise set to 0.
• Symmetry Symmetry is also an important feature to characterize a visual object and has been used to describe artificial and natural images [43] as well as to detect faces and parts of faces [59] . Kovesi [43] proposed an algorithm to quantify symmetry. The basic idea of his algorithm is that symmetry has a periodicity in the structure of the image. So, he calculated symmetry values at an orientation using even-symmetric and odd-symmetric Gabor filters. The procedure has been adopted in our model and presented as follows.
If denotes the signal image and and denote even-symmetric and odd-symmetric wavelets at a scale n, we can obtain even and odd coefficients of each quadrature pair of filters as follows:
where is the convolution. The amplitude of the transform at a given wavelet scale is given by and the phase is given by . Then, the symmetry value is obtained by subtracting the absolute value of the even symmetric coefficient from the absolute value of the odd symmetric coefficient over all scales (2.6) where is a small constant ( 0.001 in our simulations) to prevent division by zero and is a noise compensation term.
To utilize the symmetry algorithm in our model, we first replace the skin segmented region with a gray scale image, and then apply the symmetry algorithm at four different orientations-0 , 45 , 90 , and 135 . The symmetry feature value is assigned 1 if a maximum symmetry value is at 90 , and 0.5 if the maximum symmetry value is at 45 or 135 . Otherwise, it is set to 0.
3) Ellipse Map:
The other method to extract target features is based on the shape of the face contour [39] , [62] . Typically, the frontal view of a face has an oval or round shape. Using a predefined standard contour pattern, the correlation values with a given image area are computed to locate a face part in the image. However, this method has been criticized because it is not efficient to deal with variations in shape, pose and so on. Nevertheless, it can provide partially useful information in the case where other features do not properly locate a target candidate (e.g., a background region surrounding faces shares the same color as face candidates and, thus, color-based feature extraction fails to separate a face from its background).
The procedure to extract an ellipse feature is shown in Fig. 2(c) . First, the original color image is transformed into five gray level images which progressively interpolate the image, using a nearest neighbor interpolation method. In the nearest neighbor interpolation, the value of the new pixel is made the same as that of the closest existing pixel. When enlarging an image, the method duplicates pixels; when reducing the size of an image, it deletes pixels. The Sobel edge operator is used to obtain an edge image at each level. The edge images are convolved with an elliptical edge filter and then the ellipse-convolution images are obtained. Using a standard ellipse convolved image that is obtained from a face part only, the correlation value is computed at each pixel point of the ellipse convolved images. The correlation images at five different scales are rescaled to unify the image into a single image using the same interpolation method. Then, a threshold value is applied to segment possible face-like objects.
D. Bottom-Up Map
Up to now, the separate feature maps have been computed. However, it is necessary to combine the various feature maps into a single bottom-up map for a further processing. In a saliency-based model, feature fusion is accomplished with a scalar saliency value after normalization of each feature value [34] . In our model, on the other hand, a single and unified bottom-up map is accomplished by a set relation between features that describes whether they share a specific region or not. However, it should be noted that this Boolean operation is not biologically plausible since the operation simply combines features using logical operators (e.g., OR or AND). The relation between features in a segmented region can be expressed with a Venn diagram shown in Fig. 3 . Let the problem space define the relation, then
where is a region that shares at least one bottom-up feature and is the complement of the set . The region space can be decomposed of three subregions that share each different feature and are denoted by , , and :
region region that has a skin color feature region region that has a facial feature region region that has an ellipse shape feature that satisfy . Since the region is derived from , is a subset of and has an inclusion relation . Using a binary operation on the subsets, we determine the relation between the subsets as shown in the Venn diagram-the region shared by only , the region shared by only , the region shared by and not by , the region shared by and not by , and the region that shared by , and . Also, has two subsets corresponding to the regions that have two face features-aspect ratio and symmetry. region region that has an aspect ratio feature region region that has a symmetry feature At a given region , the element of the region is given by (2.8) where , , , , and are the elements of the set , , and , respectively and , , , , and . So, after a binary operation on the feature maps, the segmented regions can be classified into one of these subsets that has bottom-up values in a vector form. 
III. INTEGRATION MODULE
The most important aspect of our model is that the top-down information obtained from a top-down cue and the bottom-up information obtained from various features are integrated through an ISNN that has been developed under consideration of the three-way relationship between bottom-up input, top-down input, and response. Similar consideration led to using a mutual information maximization approach for classical networks [3] , [38] . The idea of the mutual information maximization is to maximally correlate two input streams and produce more gain when two input streams are coherent. Another approach is based on conditioning that associates two stimuli (classical conditioning) or response and feedback (instrumental conditioning) [2] , [16] . In such a model, selection can be viewed as inference or expectation that predicts a reward (or unconditional stimulus) from an action or the conditional stimulus. In our model, we implemented the three-way relation with a leaky integrate-and-fire (IF) neural network to achieve a dynamic and modulatory property. In this section, we briefly describe the structure, learning rule and properties of the model.
A. Structure of ISNN
A simple example of the structure of ISNN is given in Fig. 4 . The network consists of bottom-up input units , top-down input units and output unit . The output unit receives two kinds of weighted inputs-bottom-up input and multiplication between both inputs-at time . The multiplication has an important nonlinear property that correlates the two inputs. The weighted sum for the th output unit is given by (3.1) where and stand for the bottom-up and top-down inputs, and are the dimensions of the bottom-up and top-down inputs, and and are the bottom-up and multiplicative weights, respectively. A model that has a similar multiplicative operation is the sigma-pi network [41] . The constants and determine the amount of influence driven by bottom-up and top-down inputs on the net value. If 1 and 0, the value is determined by only bottom-up inputs. If 0 1 and 1 , the value is determined by both to a variable degree. The second term in (9) can be considered as a correlation between two input sets because when two inputs are consistent, it produces a certain amount of gain, but when two inputs are inconsistent, it causes a cost to the network.
Another nonlinearity is implemented with a sigmoid function that may correspond to the processing at the level of soma. The sigmoid function has desirable properties; the output of the function will not be zero or one, and is located between these two values. The nonzero property is very useful with an interspike interval function, which we will explain later. So, the amount of activation driven by is given by
In the IF model, a postsynaptic spike occurs if the summation of postsynaptic potential produced by the succession of input signals reaches a threshold [20] , [24] , [26] , [40] , [64] and the membrane is then reset to the resting potential (0 in our simulations). Conventionally, the model is described with a circuit that consists of a capacitor is parallel with a resistance driven by a current . The trajectory of the membrane potential can be expressed in the following form:
where is the membrane time constant of a neuron and we assume 1 in the following. The equation means the membrane potential at time is the sum of the potential V at the previous time , the amount of ongoing current and the amount of decay.
If we limit our consideration to the special case of a cell firing a train of regularly spaced post synaptic potentials, we may write the voltage trajectory of the membrane potential in the following form by putting the leaky IF model with the sigma-pi like activation together: (3.4) where the amplitude decays exponentially with the membrane time constant and regularly spaced time . A postsynaptic spike will be generated if the voltage of membrane potential is equal to or larger than a threshold th th (3.5) , respectively. As the portion of and is changed, the interspike interval driven by bottom-up and top-down input is systematically changed. As the constant is getting stronger, the influence of top-down input on the interspike interval is becoming stronger, and vice versa.
From the previous equation, the interspike interval is determined th (3.6)
In our simulation, we use th 5, 100, and 1.
B. Learning Equation
In order to derive the learning equation here, we simply define an "error" as the difference between actual spike interval and desired spike interval. Thus (3.7) where is the th desired spike interval and is the number of output units. Since we want to find the weight values which minimize the error function, we can differentiate the error function w.r.t. the weight parameters th th (3.8)
Similarly, we can apply the learning rule for the secondary connection th th (3.9)
In training, we assumed that a target is processed rapidly, whereas a nontarget is processed slowly. This assumption may reflect that we learn to respond to a cued object prior to noncued objects. This assumption could be supported by psychological findings in which search and object recognition are facilitated by implicit learning the relationship between context and target [10] - [12] . So, the desired interspike interval for a target and nontarget were set to 50 ms and 3000 ms respectably. We trained two cases (two learning examples)-a perfect target case (all bottom-up and top-down units corresponding to an ideal target were set to 1 and rest to 0) and a perfect nontarget case. The experiments then tested the generalization of this training.
C. Properties of ISNN
In order to provide an insight to the properties of an ISNN, some further analysis of (14) was carried out. First, the function in (14) for the interspike interval is very important in understanding the dynamics of error convergence. Note that it is a logarithmic function, which implies that if the inner value th is equal to 0 or less than 0, the output will be infinite or imaginary. However, if th , this always guarantees the network will converge to a certain stable state.
Second, the dynamic correlation between two inputs is analyzed by plotting the interspike interval over bottom-up input and top-down input in Fig. 5 . The values of the constants and were systematically changed from left to right-(0.7, 0.3), (0.5, 0.5), and (0.3, 0.7), respectively. Note that, whatever the values of and , in the case that two inputs are correlated, the interspike interval will be shorter (positively correlated) or longer (negatively correlated) than in uncorrelated cases. Note also that, as the constant gets larger, the influence of bottom-up input on the interspike interval is stronger. Similarly, the influence of top-down input on the interspike interval is stronger as the constant gets larger. Finally, if two inputs are uncorrelated, the network pays a cost that causes an increase or decrease of the interspike interval in a manner that interferes with processing information (see Fig. 5 ). 
D. Allocation of Attention
The attentional window is allocated at the possible target position in the original image after the interspike interval is calculated. The window is allocated in ascending order from the target with the shortest interspike interval to the target with the longest interspike interval (Fig. 6 ). In the following section, we show how trajectories of attention shifts are changed by different conditions of the constant and and different cue conditions.
IV. SIMULATION
We have investigated the performance of the system by manipulating various conditions. 100 images were obtained from natural environments such as a shopping center, university campus, garden and street that contain faces. Among them 95 images were used to test the model performance. Five of them were excluded because our model failed to detect a target face. Some of target face were not extracted from feature extraction procedure and a target face is occluded by other faces.
A. Bottom-Up and Top-Down Influence on a Face Search Task
As earlier, the influence of bottom-up and top-down input on a face search task can be manipulated by assigning different values of and . If 1 and 0, the performance of the system is totally dependent on the bottom-up input. However, as the portion of is getting increased, the influence of top-down input on the face search task is getting stronger. Accordingly, we changed the constant values and -(1.0, 0.0), (0.6, 0.4), (0.5, 0.5), and (0.4, 0.6). 100 images were used for this simulation, but five of them were excluded because the model fails to find a target face-e.g. a target face is occluded by another. The results of the system when finding a cued target were investigated. The results are Fig. 7 . Example of processing of the model with a natural image containing faces. In bottom-up map, different colors represent different overlaps between feature maps. The task given to the model is to find a lady who is wearing a yellow t-shirts. At the top of figure, the segmented regions of cue color are presented. The red color region indicates the overlap shared by three feature maps, the brown color region for the overlap two feature map, dark blue region for the skin color map, and bright blue for the ellipse map. The order of interspike interval is represented by the size of circle in the integration map. The red circle in attentional trajectory indicates the first location where attentional window is allocated. The model allocates the focus of attention to possible target locations in the order from the target location where the system generates the shortest interspike interval to the longest interspike interval. In other words, as the target location is more relevant to the indication of a cue that location is more likely to be selected at an early stage in the trajectory of attentional allocation.
presented in Figs. 7-10 . The performance of the system is clearly improved by introducing top-down input and gets better as the constant becomes larger. The attentional trajectories were also dramatically changed since the higher values of constant force the system to attend the target candidate at the location of a cue color segmented region by increasing the correlation gain of the net value, whereas it detains attendance to target candidates in unindicated locations by a cue color as producing no gain or more interference, that reduces the level of the net value. These results are in accordance with much psychological evidence that shows facilitation and inhibitory effects of a cue on detecting a target [10] , [47] , [56] . In other words, the validity of a cue can be manipulated by changing the probability that a target appears in a cued location. If a target is given at a location regardless of a cue, the response should be based on only the target. However, if target is always given at The averaged order (= sum of order/number of images) in which a target is detected within the attentional trajectory was measured. Performance increases as the cue (top-down) weight is increased and reaches optimal value at = 0.6. a cued location, there is a strong correlation between a target and a cue. Therefore, a target that is highly correlated to a cue is detected faster, while a distraction (or possibly, a target) in an uncued location is inhibited [57] , [60] .
B. Comparison With Saliency-Based Model
Itti et al. [33] , [34] , [52] developed an elegant computational model of selective attention that traces back to Koch and Ullman's model [42] . The model is based on the saliency that is obtained from a center-surround operant mechanism working on many different levels of features including color, orientation and intensity. The attention of the system shifts from the strongest salient location to the next strongest salient location, and so on. The model providesacomputationalexplanationaboutmanybottom-uppsychological results, so called "pop-out." However, it is difficult to say that the saliency is informative for a certain search task and it may seriously misguide the behavior of a system for a given task. It is worth while to show the performance of the system in comparison to our model because this provides an interesting contrast between a saliency-based model and more top-down model on our face detection task. The results obtained from two systems are presented in Fig. 11 . The trajectories of attention in Itti's model were built by moving the focus of attention to the salient locations that give a strong difference from surrounding objects. However, these locations can be irrelevant, or even meaningless, since the salient locations obtained from the bottom-up features are task-independent and rely on only the center-surround operation. In contrast, our model has attention allocated to the locations of possible target candidates in the order of relevance to a cue.
C. Variation of Cues
In a real world situation there may be many objects that share a cue's feature-a red flag, a red postbox, and red t-shirts, etc. So, it is important for the system to deal with this situation and to show a robust response. An example of our results is presented in Fig. 12 . The trajectories of attention were biased toward the positions of a cue color segmented region regardless how many cue color segmented regions were there. However, as the number of objects that share the same attribute of a cue increase, the order in which the system find a target is more likely delayed. Fig. 13 illustrates how attentional allocation can be redirected by a different cue. In the upper image, attentional allocation was made by the red color-finding a man who has a red t-shirt, whereas in the lower image the attention allocation was done by blue color-finding a man who is carrying a blue plastic bag. The result shows the dramatic change of attentional trajectories that were guided by different cues in the same image.
V. DISCUSSION
The focus of our work has been modeling of the interactive aspects of attention. Our computational model of selective attention integrates both bottom-up and top-down information, and dynamically allocates the focus of attention in space and time according to spike frequency in the ISNN. These properties provide a unique combination that distinguishes our approach from other computational models since the activation and learning rules here support intrinsic attention modulation. Even though we have not systematically tested performance against psychological and neuroscience evidence, our model is compatible with many known attentional behaviors. Here, we discuss the psychological and neuroscience plausibility of our model and its relationship to other computational models.
A. Top-Down Information as a Bias
Several theoretical frameworks for visual selective attention have been proposed to explain how the selection process can be accomplished, by focusing on different aspects of selective attention. Among them, Desimone and Duncan [17] suggested a persuasive theoretical account for visual attention which is called "biased competition." In their account, objects or locations in a visual scene compete to be selected for a further processing. However, objects or locations are not equally important, so that a certain object or location is preferred with respect to the current task. As mentioned earlier, two different mechanisms may be involved in selecting an object or location by imposing bias constraints on visual information processing. In bottom-up-based attention, the saliency of features that an object possesses plays an important role as a bias, so that our attention is easily drawn to the object that differs from the others or background. Many current computational models of visual selective attention are based on this saliency, constructing a "saliency map" from various features such as color, orientation, intensity, etc. [35] , [42] . In this model, the saliency is computed as the difference between center and surround with different sizes of Gaussian filters. Therefore, the most salient location in the model stands for the maximum difference between center and surround features. However, saliency will be less effective if many other objects share the same feature properties as the target or if the target itself is not salient in the center-surround sense. Furthermore, Pashler et al. [54] challenged the classical view of bottom-up-based attention that stimuli with salient properties cause an involuntary or reflexive shift of attention. They claimed that the effect of top-down voluntary control is more pervasive, even in a case that stimuli easily pop-out, than that was previously thought. On the other hand, the selection of a target can also be biased by imposing constraints of top-down knowledge or cues on incoming bottom-up information. Classically, the role of cues has been investigated by Posner and his colleagues [56] , [57] using a simple cue task. In a typical experiment, subjects were asked to detect a target as soon as possible. Prior to the target presentation, subjects were given a cue that indicated where a target would appear. The target would be presented either on the cued location (valid cue) or the opposite location (invalid cue). The results of this study showed that reaction time (RT) to the valid cue is faster than RT to no cue (a neutral condition), whereas RT to the invalid cue is slower than RT to no cue. In addition, Eriksen and Yeh [22] manipulated the degree of validity of a cue (i. e., the probability that a cue is valid) with different probabilities-40%, 70%, and 100%. They showed, for a valid case, RT decreased as the probability of a cue's validity increased, while for the invalid case, RT increased as the probability increased. Similarly, Downing and Pinker [18] showed that the RT increased rapidly as a target appeared further away from the cued location.
The interesting aspect of such cue experiments, as related to our model, is the manipulation of the influence of a cue by varying the probability of a cue's validity and distance between a cued location and a target's location. In our model, the topdown influence is achieved in two ways-manipulation of the portion of toward and the Gaussian distance measure between a location of a cue color segmented region and a target candidate's location. In some sense, the constants and can be considered as the strategic allocation of attention between bottom-up-based locations and cued locations. That is, if a cue is reliable (i.e., highly probable) indicating where a target will appear, a higher value is useful to quickly detect a target. However, this is not helpful if a cue is unreliable (i.e., less probable) for the target, so the system should respond more on the basis of bottom-up information to be optimal.
Neuroimaging studies also provide insights that link brain areas and attentional function. Two segregated neural systems have been identified for goal-directed and stimulus-driven attention in the brain using various brain imaging techniques. In particular, Hopfinger et al. [29] showed that distinct networks were engaged by attention directing cues versus subsequent targets, using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). A network of cortical areas including superior frontal, inferior parietal and superior temporal brain regions were involved in top-down attentional control in response to an instructive cue. This control then biased activity in multiple visual cortical areas, resulting in selective sensory processing of relevant [72] demonstrated that face-specific neural response can be modulated by covert visual attention. In their experiment, subjects viewed brief displays each comprising two peripheral faces and two peripheral houses, and were asked to perform a matching task on either the two faces or the two houses without eye movement. They found that there was significantly less activity in a predefined face-selective region of interest (ROI) within human fusiform gyrus when faces were outside rather than inside the focus of attention.
B. Winner-Take-All Versus Attentional Modulation
The concept of competition is embedded in a winner-take-all (WTA) network in which units are mutually interconnected and are inhibited by each other [31] , [52] , [67] . Only one neuron corresponding to a location or an object in a given stimulus is selected at a time. Therefore, it can provide a unique solution at a given time by selecting the most salient location and suppressing all the others. To decide the next salient points, the suppressed units have to be revived and the previous winning point is excluded. Again, the competition occurs among the remaining neurons. This kill-and-revive scheme seems to be computationally expensive. Behind of the scheme, the limited processing capacity assumption takes an important rationale to explain why neurons inevitably compete with each other. That is, limited computational resources at a given processing stage are available for only a few neurons, so that neurons are forced to compete with each other in order to be selected. Ironically, this logic can be applied to the necessity of cooperation. That is, the limited computational resources may also require the cooperation of different brain areas or neural channels which may help to reduce the burden of processing in various ways. In Desimone and Duncans term, this cooperation means the "bias" that differentiates neural activities before or at least during competition [17] . This bias provides general criteria for what, or where, is selected in a task. That is, competition itself does not tell us what is relevant or not to a current behavior goal. Even though we do not directly implement WTA mechanism in our model for enhancing or suppressing neuronal activities, the second term in (9) correlates bottom-up and top-down inputs, and consequently it facilitates and suppresses neuronal activity according to the consistency between bottom-up and top-down information. Concerning the modulation effect itself, some issues have been controversial in the psychology and neuroscience communities. One question is whether the facilitation and inhibitory effects in the modulation of attention are caused by a single mechanism. The early explanation of these modulatory effects assumed that two different mechanisms may be involved because the amount of facilitation and inhibitory effect on RT or event related potential (ERP) is asymmetric [27] , [56] . However, using a similar neural network to ISNN, we recently showed the asymmetry may originate in the nonlinearity of neural activity [45] . We also suggested that this may be a common mechanism when more than two information sources are integrated such as in the Stroop effect [46] , global-to-local interaction [51] , as well as in the top-down cue effect [56] . In addition, the modulation effect suggests that the interaction between bottom-up and top-down information may be multiplicative, rather than a simple WTA mechanism. Neurophysiological and computational studies at a neuronal level showed that the response of a cell such as a pyramidal cell in cortex is dynamically modulated by AND-like or multiplicative operation that integrates incoming information from an early stage and feedback from a late stage, and that enhance neuronal responses to the attended location or relevant information, while suppressing those to unattended locations or irrelevant information, in a nonlinear manner [41] , [61] , [63] , [66] .
C. Early Versus Late Selection
The question "at which stage of visual information processing does attentional selection occur" has been debated in terms of supporting two different answers-early or late. According to the early selection view [6] , the selection may occur early in the sequence of information processing stages, before identification of the stimulus and any semantic content, so that attention acts like a filter that works on low level physical properties such as color, orientation, etc. On the other hand, the late selection view asserts that selection may occur based on higher level content such as semantic information [53] .
Even though the debate still has not been settled, some neuroscience studies shed light on the problem. Those studies indicate the brain regions of attentional modulation can extend from a very early stage (V1 and V2 [5] , [7] ) of ventral and dorsal pathways to a higher stage (parietal and inferior temporal area [9] , [71] ). However, more interestingly, the magnitude of attentional modulation increases as one moves up the cortical hierarchy.
In several computational models top-down influence on visual selection is accomplished in a manner that knowledge of a target leads to the level of feature map by applying some gains or gating networks [1] , [4] , [49] , [73] . For example, in the Guided Search model, gain from the knowledge of target features such as red color, horizontal orientation, etc. is directly given to each corresponding feature map if bottom-up features are not sufficiently salient, and the activation driven from bottom-up processing is summed up with the top-down influence [73] . Therefore, in those models, the gain from top-down knowledge acts like a filter that works on the early stage of feature extraction. However, in our model, the top-down influence is not directly given to the feature level. The attentional modulation occurs at a late stage after feature extraction, where the form of information is more abstract rather than physical.
There is an advantage to top-down influence at an early stage, in that the influence increases feature contrast and, thus, eases the task of finding a target [33] . However, it is also possible to mislead a system in this way, by enhancing distractions that share similar feature properties. In contrast, for late selection, the form of the information is becoming more abstract in terms of size, rotation, translation, etc., and, thus, the top-down influence is less likely to affect such distractions, which share properties only at the feature level.
D. Spatial-Based Versus Object-Based Selection
Depending on "what is selected," the computational models of visual attention can be divided into two groups-spatial and object-based models. Most of the computational models (all of the current models except one (shown in the following), according to Sun and Fisher [65] ) are based on space. For example, the saliency-based model proposed by Itti and Koch [32] , [35] allocates an attentional window on the saliency map in which each coordinate is retinotopographically represented.
That is, what is selected in their algorithm through a series of preprocessing stages is the "location" of saliency. The problem of this kind of scheme is that the location does not correspond to objects or meaningful regions in a visual scene. That is, in those space-based models, space does not mean the space that is occupied by an object, rather it is a salient "point" or "pixel," and exhaustively search a possible target location in a point-by-point (or pixel-by-pixel) way even though far fewer objects are contained in an image scene. In contrast, the object-based model proposed Sun and Fisher [65] , the selection is accomplished a grouped features that may correspond to an object or its parts. They argued that object-based attention has advantage that space-based model does not have: 1) more efficient visual search; 2) less chance to select a nonsense or empty location; 3) naturally hierarchical selectivity. It showed more interesting and dynamic properties that have not been shown by space-based models. Attention in their model moves from the highest grouping salient point at a course scale to its salient parts at a finer scale according to a structured relation. However, parts of their algorithm were not completed-especially, they did not implement the segmentation process that is the core for the grouping process. Moreover, if we apply more strict criteria, that were shown in psychological tasks, in which objects are overlapped in the same place, attention is switched from one object to another, it is still questionable whether the model can carry out the task or not.
In comparison with both the point-by-point-based model and the object-based model, our model can be characterized as a region-based model. Attention is allocated at a segmented region where contains face-like features such as skin-color, symmetry, ellipse shape. The segmented region does not always contain a face and is not analyzed in a structured manner (e.g., from face to eyes). However, the attended regions are more meaningful in the statistical sense-a segmented region is more likely face-like than its background. Since far less number of target candidates were obtained through preprocessing stages, search in the model is more efficient than that in point-by-point search scheme.
In fact, spiking models developed by Wang [70] also belong to the group of object-based models. In his model, the networks can select several largest objects, which then alternate in time. Wang's model does not have the problems with the model proposed by Sun and Fisher [65] . The difference between our model and Wang's model lies in the fact that our model dynamically relies on the cue or top-down input rather than an object size to locate our attention. However our model and Wang's model share some commonalities. For example, synchronized oscillations are explicitly built in his model, we employ the positive correlation between the top-down and bottom-up inputs. As we all know, synchronized oscillations are special cases of positive correlations [23] . Of course, in the future developments, it would be very interesting to directly implement more biolog-ically realistic mechanisms such as synchronized oscillations employed in Wang's model rather than correlations in our current model.
VI. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have developed a novel computational model of selective attention, based on an ISNN, for a visual search task in the context of face detection. Unlike a saliency-based model, attention in our model is guided by a top-down cue that is integrated with bottom-up information, and biases bottom-up processing toward the current task. The results from a series of simulations showed the dynamic change of attentional trajectories in accordance with strategic allocations of modulatory parameters and that affect the influence of the top-down cue, as well as dynamic effects due to variations of the cues themselves.
These results are compatible with psychological and neuroscience evidence as discussed previously. However, the model is limited to the "where task," and to the influence of top-down cues rather than language instruction, real world knowledge of goals, etc. These would require further extensions [50] but in principle could still use the same underlying ISNN model with modification of the top-down module. It is necessary to combine this with the "what task" for a recognition system in order to fully describe a system for selective attention that is useful to the computer vision community. This involves issues of object-based attention [33] , [69] and will be a challenge for our further work.
